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This thesis has developed a proposed model for the solution of 
the problem of detennining, on the basis of cost, how to maintain 
industrial equipment subject to wearout failure. Its features are 
the consideration of equipment as a system of parts and a process 
as a system of pieces. of equipment. It includes use of a versatile 
probability distribution, solvable by using tables for derivatives 
of the nonnal distribution, as a potential means of characterizing 
failure distributions. Bayesian statistics are used to detennine 
the parts or pieces of equipment which contribute the _most to system 
failure. Renewal theory is used to predict the frequency of failures 
and preventive maintenance actions under a given maintenance policy; 
and the emphasis is placed on the maintenance engineer and practi~ 
tioner as the man with the practical experience to conduct the pre-
liminary analyses of equipment which fonn the foundation of and 
provide justification for a more extensive analysis, using the 
techniques suggested by the author. 
~ ~ The technique was applied to a sample of- data obtained from a 
pharmaceutical firm. These data were typical of industry and satis- • 
factory in general. The model proved to be a good predictor of 
actual experience. It should be emphasized that limitations of the 
---- --·--·-- --- ··--· - ..... - - -- - . - ' --- . ,· ·--~,.~-... ~ -- -..:., -
use of the model probably will lie in the area of the completeness 
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The idea of exercising maintenance action on a piece of 
equipment before it fails, what is called now Preventive Maintenance, 
is not new. L. C. Morrow, a maintenance consultant writing for 
Factory Magazine, claims to have a document on preventive mainten-
ance dated 1925. At that time maintenance was considered as merely 
something :to. ·be t·olerated. Very few records w.ere kept with very 
little, if any·, cost accounting. 
In 1930 and 1931, Management, Maintenance· .. and :Materials 
·i:landling forums were held, which allowed approximate:Iy -~:,o·o to: 300 
maintenance people to express an interest in impr.ov·:ing., ·maintenanc(e· 
-management. Whi_le the depression of the 19·30!:_s .di_s:couraged any 
·further forums) w·orl.4 War 11 enc9u:raged m~y developments in main ten-
~nqe .clue, to its. ·key .role: in as·S:uring' .hi_gh ·t>t.od1Jct ion ~eve·1~. However, 
¢ti:tting: lo.rq·ed m~itijtenalice to backsl .. ide .into its ~ro.rmer -subd.onii11·~1.1.t 
1 
role··. T,hfs si'tu.ation continued until 1950, when t·he first of a 
SerieS' of inain.ten,l:!,nce conferences was held in Cleveland, Ohio. (l) 
Presently, such organiz.a:t.ipns as ·the American Management 
/ 
Association conduct regular semtn·ars on maintenance topics. The 
- --·"'· - ~- ..... ~ -~- ... 
boom of the space industries has contributed greatly to the· inc·reasing 
int.e.rest ·"'t:n: ~~w t.¢chniques of maintenance analysis. 











reliability, or the study of the dependability of equipment, is 
growing with the space age. Before 1958, there were very few 
technical papers written on reliability. When the papers appeared, 
they were mainly concerned with such equipment as electron tubes 
• 
and various other electronic components \ll.bQ.Se failure rates were 
exponentially distributed. 
Since 1960, reliability analysis has expanded into the 
area of equipment subje·ct to wearout failures, such as motors, 
• 1-
bearings, and transmissions. Such authors as B. J. Flehinger, 
R. Barlow, F. Proschan, L. C. Hunter and others have written a 
number of articles :cove:ring a variety of possible preventive 
maintenance policies. :Pue. to· the nature of the mathematics of 
these articles, it is. doubtful that many companies have attempted 
... 
to apply these ·model_s. There seems to be a great deal of work to 
·be done to_ translate fhe ne~ly developed and applied mathematics 
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·, .. I I. BACKGROUND 
A. The Empirical Approach 
From many interviews with k~y maintenance personnel 
during the past four years and reading the available literature on 
preventive maintenance one can easily be convinced that preventive 
• maintenance can offer a greatly needed solution for plant maintenance 
problems. Many lists of the benefits derived from P/M (abbreviation 
for preventive maintenance to 'be' used from now on) are available. 
Such benefits are usually: 
:I... ·Le~·s prodtiction: downtl.Ill¢., :with the corresp~~di:n·g: 
.s·avings proqµc·.e'cl :by· fewer breakdowns, i.. e:., .higher 
~mployee inorale, better quality produc·t·,.:. tqwer produc-
re.p.a::Lrs comp.ared 'to planned or sq.h~du,led .mainten·ah:ce .• 
a... Jt¢we.r large-scale repairs or ove·.rhauls an9 .f .. ~W¢r 
.re.pe:titive repairs due to· b:etter control of 'the state 
• 
:q'{ .equipment. The resu·1.<t: ot these benefits should 
... j - ..... ' •• 
.. e.specially be b.~tter m.aintenan.ce :manpower and equipment 
loading. 
"-
__ ... _, __ - --- --~,,:-_." ·,,s .. -.,- . - ,, .. -, • ,-.- -·-"'' ,,_--, .. ,.~ .. ,--,,, ...... ,-.- '',. - ·--" - "·c- --.- ,~~r·.~.- - -~ ,, : l • • .,. 1'1"'- ,II\" \\ .- ,:,= ._ ...,. ,~ =;1- •. -~·,.1,n ~ ~_,.--.o'."'1-- ----··"!· --... !":' a • .. 
-.. 
4.. Lower repair ·costs f_or sm~ll repai.rs due to more · 
'• 




.. , •.\" ~ 
.-
. ' 
,· .· 5 
fo~ repairs, and fewer parts used on planned repairs. 
5. Fewer product rejects and less spoilage due to more 
efficiently operated equipment. 
6. Prolongment of equipment life resulting in minimum 
• 
cash outlay for capital equipment. 
7. Less standby equipment normally used to· m:.il)-ilnu.ze; .. (l:owti-
time produced by breakdowns. 
8. Better control of misapplication of equipment, equ~.J>~ 
ment operator :abuse, and obsolescence. 
·9. Better contro:l_. o.f jnaintenan·ce spare parts :111vento:ry 
resultiµg -f:rom. more predictable dem~;ncf for ~e.patr· 
.. :10_. Greater employee safety- re·suJ·:ti-~g. f·rom· the better 
. 




11.:· Lower unit manufacturing cost due to .ci;ec:r·eas~d d,own:-
t.;ime of production equipment. (2) 
The· fact that maintenance represents an apprecial,i.le cost 
to a manufacturing plant is demonstrate~ by published U.S-. Government 
( and Securities Exchange Commission statistics. According to the / 
I 
files of the·- ,Securities Excha~e Commission, 687 co~pal!_i~_s __ spent. an -. ' - • -~)_ ___ •_. ·-· ,-· -· ----·--·- -----• , _ ... -~1- .. -· ... --·-,.-·a-, 
--- ---
-;;.------- - ....... -~ 
\ 
aggr~gat.e of 1·.s1 billion dollars for maintenance in ·1965. Since· 


















companies, Jl linear projection of the total maintenance cost for 
all manufacturing concerns amounts to over 14 billion dollars. A 
U.S. Census Bureau appraisal of maintenance costs for 50,000 manu-
facturing plants in 1965 yielded a figure of approximately 9 billion 
dollars in annµal cost. The breakdown of these cos1B is 50% for 
·.5 .. . fYJl_o f 
· 1 1 · d t t d i t ( 3) 
payrolls and: v 1, or mater1a s, supp 1es, an con rac e ma n enance. . 
.Alt:hough the two cost figures have different bases, they are large 
enough to cause great concern. 
Many managers, trade magazine editors, and experienced 
maintenance personnel have realized both the great cost of mainten-
ance and the great contribution preventive maintenance can make to 
reducing this cost. However, the literature contains little concern-
ing the mechanics of .reducing and evaluating maintenance expenditures, 
but emphasizes all the benefits to be obtained from the preventive 
,maintenance approach. A few examples of the preventive maintenance 
programs instituted by some of the large industries in the country 
will be cited. This is not intended to be a complete survey of the 
f-:ield 'but merely a sample. 
Union Carbide Company produces more than 60 products at 
•• ·i. ... l 
··----.-~-
·;_ 
. -·-·---- · .. ~ it.s.. 318- ael!e-,-T&xas., A,llant. The equipment us·ed can~·- in some case~ .,. . " . .. .. 
. . 
produce more than one product. Many products and intermedi1ates 
\ 
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varies independently for many of the· products. This situation is 
a complex one, demanding excellent performance of equipment and 
complicated scheduling of required maintenance downtime. 
A summary of the· solution to this particular problem is 
as follows: 
1.. ·A· formalized planniitg and scheduling program develop_ed 
these six objectives}· 
·a. Obtain optimum maintenance at least cost. This 
re·q.uires o.p't.imt1n1 maintenance calls with: l>~_si 
utilizat·iori of major ::ma,irttenanc·e: eqqipment. 
b. Reduce downtime due to brea.kd·own. ·Revamped 
schedu1es· and methods bave ·o·ften c.irt downtime 
,1:5%· -- 20%. ·: Planned shutdowns: .. ·have in .. som¢. ·c·as.e.s 
been reciuced from 10 to 3 shifts • 
. R·edu·ce ·maintenance over·t1me. .. · . . 
' . ' . 
Here the a::rtlcle·, 
. -. . . ' 
- . 
s·impty states the q.·:i{f.iculty· of ·~¢ciding the 
quantity of overtime to .JJts:t,:$f"y·. Scheduled start-
.: .... 
,> 
ups are given pr~·o.rl't.y, .. wh·tc:h 'dictates to a great 
'\.., . -'· 
·ex-tent overtime.: hours.. ·,St1:.11., overtime has been 
~ held to a three _ye·El·r · avera·ge of 3. 3%. 
• ., 0 
J' .... 
. ·""'·' 
. :4,·: ':- .•. -.. ~·- ... -- - . . '' • - .. • ·4- ~ .. • ..... ~ 
..... I 
I 
f d. · Lower material and ·tool ~:xpend:itures. No approach,; 
• 
" 
.or ·method is c·~t-.e-a .. :in this: :ca.$e'. Total tool cos·t, 
\· 
.... 












~··;· q, . 
. -· -
__ ,._ __ : ... -· .. ~ 
-









however, remained constant for 2 ye~ts·. 
Reduce the maintenance function of total manu-
facturing cost. Labor cost, a big factor, has 
·-been reduced due to 100% better worker activity 
resulting from impr·oved scheduling. Fewer non--) 
essential jobs are peing ·d·one. The total result 
is $230,000 of labor s11yin~s ove:t; ·a ·thr·ee-year 
·period. 
_f. Im.1>;r.c;,v·~· operating effici~ncy tnr.oµgh: ,redu~{t:on 
·of, conflicting shutdowns which lowered' p·rod·uc·t:ioµ: 
' output·. 
2:f .Be:t{¢r organization of maintenan~e· }n.formatiqn., 
:{n¢1.uding new. rep~ir forms gnQ. ·be.tte:r cpiiimuni~~t1=.ons 
(4) 
·ha~g of pape·rwork .• ·· .. 
·~:dwhere in the s<:>1\rtion werti ·the ·harcl: ,::fac.ts., .the mechanics 
•· 
'·Ho\v were .f·a.ilure· rate·s: ....... - .- . . . -·· .. . 
. .... 
used to deci(le- J1:ow· much mainten.~.1.1ce. to do and with what frequency? 
.. ' 
· .To what .e;xtent does an e?'~~~. d~.1-~.~r_ ~P.:~f~!t. ~!1 _main.tenance of a· piece - - ... -- ~· - ._ J - -. - ---:~. .·~ _.... - . - .. 
. , 
of equipment reduce operating cost? 
.. 
How do you determine. the pieces 
i :of" equipment which deserve thorough sche~ule~ maintenance and those 
' 
.:i: :..... ' 
9 
which require a relatively small degree? 
Monsanto Chemical Company has another approach to the ' 
problem of reducing high maintenance costs. They call it preventive 
engineering . 
·The claimed .b·enef'.it.s· are: 
1. Reduced maintenance and production costs. .Altho1\gh 
no change in the maintenance craft operations were 
'made, maintenance's port.ion of. total ~-~nufacturing 
co·st was reduced 12·.! 6%·. ove:.r a t,y.-c:1 :Ye-ar· pe::r·iod. 
·2. Improvement of· mat.nte.nanc.e, downtime~- Downtime was 
reduced f~pn.i .$% of. ,sche·duled· hour·s .. to 3!%. 
·a:. Solution of ·c_o~.tly industri_a..l ·relit..tiori:s ·prob:lems. 
Ttir'no.ver of engineers is row~t· and re.lat10:ns1 of p_pqduc.~-
·Pre.vet1-tive eng.in.e.e:r'ing is defined ·as. ":navi.n:g en.ough t·r·a.:ined 
,. 
~'.ng.;tne€tr.~ ;i._ii. your. ·m.a,tn.ten-ang·ef organization to enabl~ each ·one. ·t.o u;;e' 
.-. 
::'the pr.ob:r~1 was·. -s~t .. up: ·by_ :adq·1Ii'~ -m·ore. gradua·t.e ·engJneers: 
to the maintenallce e·ng-i.n.e~ring .st·aff ~- The engineers were instructed ··,r', ... 
.. continually to reduce the need for maintenance·, de~re~~e m.ec.hanica1 ~- -· ',r, .. , .... ,, ... ;_: .. -~·. 
. 
·;t. . - " - •• - --• .~·• ,.. •• I'"' ~ ' • : - ... -- - . 
,.. .,,: 
\.. downtime, and: improve equipment performance • 
.. 










·· .. , was to perform engineering required for breakdown maintenance, 
execute the preventive maintenance program) supervise the spar~ 
[;_" -- . 
parts program, engineer minor new installations and construction 
(5) work, and still have time for preventive (maintenance) engineering. 
Again, although this approach also claims many benefits, 
nothing of substance is offered other than the fact that more 
technical people lead to a better maintenance program. No mention 
is made of what execution of the preventive engineering program 
entails. 
Buick Motors Division of General Motors Corporation :ha·s· 
• 
instituted an extensive preventive maintenance program. The account 
of this activlty is more detailed than average and gives some insight 
into the decfsions required in the management of such a program. 
To determine the equipment which deserves P/M attention, the 
... 
following checklist is used by plant supervisors: 
1. Will the equipment's failure shut down integrated units? 
·2 .• Is it the only equipment available for the job? 
- \ • 0 
3. Must it be continuously available for an indirect 
activity? 
,. 




.. . ~ .. 
5. Is the value of the equipment high enough to require 
.,;.:...,. 
,,.: 
___ ., ........ ..::..·...--,'=~·· 
.,. . 
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' good maintenance protection? 
.s·. Does its malfunctioning threaten product quality? 
ls it an important property or building service 
installation? 
After the proper equipment has been selected, the inspec-
:t:ion frequency is ~sti.blished by considering manufacturer recommenda-
tions. However:, such information is g_~eatly amended by knowledge 
-and .. expe-:rience. with the inspected equipment. This type of analysis : ;, 
,·hEt-s· :led to .25% coverage of all facilities. Buick :·re:aliz:e:s that 
coverage shouldn't be 100%, but honestly admits· that t_he· p_roper 
(6) coverage is an u,~own quant.ity.. ':fhis problem seems· ·-to: µe, 
:universal . 
. mode~~- m1~iµtenance~. :His pp-litiori on the state of manag_ed mainten~nce ~-
w"i:is tha.t· t-he-re· ·t:·s.: :~ :s·hockin·g. contrast in Amer~ indust:ry· hetw.een. 
·pr:ogre~e.; tn ~-scieiltif ic ·management of pr.oduction and t-he slow ·advaAc..e:$ 
mfJ.<;ie iri maintenance. Mr. Morrow'-s es_t·:-i.m.ate of the state of ·the· art 
,;:,... 
-"" was that half of Ame·rica' s manufac-.titrers are less than l/3~o:f' thP .,. . . - .. ~ - - . . . . ..... 
\ way along the road from the· c:rude·s·t -iuati"Etgement methods to the newest 
techniques. His conclusions w~;r_e '·b.ased on polls taken on a rate-
' -- .•.• .11.. - --- - ••• , .••• ·-··· . -----' ·----------- -· -~----··--·----·· 
yourself basis of co~panies participating in various management t 

















.... \ .. ,, 
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. , · emphasis on maintenance progress if advances are to be made. ( l) 




also seems to be a general scarcity of good tools for evaluation of 
the maintenance function. This point was hint~d· at in the conclu-
sion of the preceding paragraph. 
To emphasize and clarify this sta.teme,nt a few maintenance 
.11:r·t:icl.es will be cited to demonstrate some of the available infor-~ 
'mation on ·me~sur.¢me:nt of maintenance performance, specifically the 
.;.i 
·measurement of preve·ntive maintenance operation. 
~ -relativel:y- .~·cent article which was supposed to update 
th.e. preseJlt approaches to managing PIM offered the advice not to go 
ove:rhoard on P/M and that it should be realized that there is an 
'op·t.imum approacho To give strep.gth to these statements, it was I 
:mentioned that too- litt-le or too' much maintenance can increase man-
u:f~cturing costs. It is stated t,hat the enlightened view allows P/M 
to be applied only where it wil·l. ·p~y •. Equipment which is essential . . . 
for continued production is .des,ignated .as deserving P/M treatment. 
As a further ~ .. uidepost,. tA~ article concludes that cost of P/M should 
not be the only guide, since the effects of deferred maintenance may 
no.:t be dett1¥cted f o'!' a while o ( 7T 
In other words, the article admits that the preventive main-
tenance func~_!Q.~ 1 .. ~lthough capable of- -being optimized, ·it-1s complex--~---.;,,.----...... --.,~ .. ~~--·---·-~-- - ~-- ~- -
. 'fll:a 
to the.extent that concrete techniques and decision rules are not 
available to proDK>te scientific management. 











maintenance, states the problem as dete_rmining whether equipment is 
being over or under maintained. The solution offered is an individual 
analysis of actual results. One cost factor is that of inspections 
and services. The counterbalancing cost factors are over-all costs 
of repairs and breakdowns. The proposed decision rules are, if there 
are no repairs, there are chances of over-maintaining. If there are 
, too many repairs, the inspections are inadequate. It is, therefore, 
concluded that a dollar-wise appraisal helps to arrive at the proper 
balance~ ( S) 
---
Sue~ empirical management tools as presented in all the pr~-
viously cited articles are actually no more than sales pitches for 
preventive maintenance management. Any manager or practitioner 
searching for concrete solutions to his maintenance problems would 
h·ave· ·no concept of how to institute ·and gain the claimed benefits 
.. 
.,. pf these approaches o 
B. The Theoretical Approach 
... 
lrt recent years a field called Reliability has evolved to 
meet the strict demands placed on the performing excellence of America's 
space program. Reliability has been defined as "the probability of a 
device perfonning its purpose adequately for the period of time intended 
under the operating conditions encountered." ( 9) 
The three essential aspects of Reliability are satisfactory 
operation of equipment, operation within specific performance limits, 
and operation for a definite time period. Reliability is integrally 












defined as the probability that a device will be restored to opera-
tional effectiveness within a given period of time ~hen the main-
tenance action is performe.d in accordance w·ith prescribed procedure~." 
" 
(9) (In short, the ease of repairing a piece of equipmento) Availa-
bility is the fraction of total on-stream time that a piece of equip-
ment is operable. All these equalities are quantifiable in a manner 
which allows arithmetic evaluation of equipment operation parameters. 
~liability is quantified as the mean time between failures. ·This 
~. :·mean value is the mean of ,a distribution of failure probabilities o 
Two types of failures contribute to the distribution of time between 
f.ailures. One type is wearout failur-e, which is e.xemplified by pis-
t.o.ti rings, bearings, or any part whose reliability depends on equip--, 
:~ent age. The average wearout failure distribution is Gaussian • ... 
... The second type of failu~e ·is due to strictly random occurrence·s. 
A tire puncture or f.a-ilure ,o,f a capacitor is an example of s·u.ch a· 
failure. The failure distribution for· such parts is usually exponen-:: 
tial, where reliability depends on oper~ting· time .:ratl)_e.r than age of 
. _ . . ( 10) 
eq.uipment • 
Attempts have been made to apply Reliability Theory to · 
chemical equipmento Since this is an area.9f inte~~st of this paper 
due to the material available and the background of the writer, a few 
of the more recent contributions to the chemical field will be discusseq. 
__... - ~ - -.-- • -· --- ... _.....__.~~ --· 
_ ... ,_..._ .... ~ -~ ______ .. ......_~-- -·-· --- -· 
---1--
--·- ' ' .... ..,. -
---~-- ---
An article by Edward J. Gibbons of Colgate-Palmolive Company 
' 
claims that application of probability theory to chemical equipment 
r 
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1. Whether a given layout or design can offer the required 
on-stream time. ~-
2. Whether too many pieces of equipment are arranged in 
series. 
3. Whether standby equipment or alternate processing paths 
can be justified. 
4. Whether Ul)g.rading the quality, of equipment will_ suffl-
ciently increase on-stream time. 
5. Whether equipment should be grouped s.o that :f-·ailu·re o·f: 
_ . _ _ _. (11)" 
one unit does not ef.fect the balan.ce qf :plant- operat.:ions~-
With the same approach, Mr. Gibbons c9ulq. h,ay¢ include.d ·t--he 
d·e.¢i"S±q_il o·f what degree of maintenance will imp·ro:ve · .. equipment .on~:S't·:.re~m 
time. The approach taken was that a parameter termed 1Mechanical 
Availability" could be .used to measure the deg_ree of operating time 
offered by various equipment configurations. Mechanical Availabili:~y 
is identical with the parameter Availabili~y already defined. 
Figure 1 is a r.ep:_~·du_¢.t-ip11- _of :·a .gi·~ph showing the rela:t.ion-· 
~ ;, 
. - . . 
,s.h_ip between repair costs, composed of breakdown and preventive main--
=ten·ance, and percent Mechanical Availabi1 i ty. This ~urve represents 
the average relationship between the two plotted variables. The 
importance of the curve's shape is that throughout the range o:f 
Mechanical Av~ilability an incremental change in repair cost will 
• 
, 
• ---- -4 ---·------ -·--·----~--- ---·-- ...... --·-------___:a__-. .,.··------ --·--.-_If___,..--___ -· -
pro~uce a corresponding change iq Availability until an Availability ~ . . 
of. approximately 96% is approached. -~yond this point, an infinite 
maintenance expenditure will not offer 100$ Availability, 'sine~ · 
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Figure 1. Maintenance ·Go13ts vs. Mechanical Av.~:(l.labil-it.y-
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Availability approaches the 100% value asymptotically. Although 
the author does not detail the procedure, he states that at a point 
on this curve the maintenance cost will be high enough to exceed 
.the· advantage of added on-stream time. 
The curves of Figure 2 show the relationship between 
Mechanical Availability, expressed as percent on-stream time, and 
the number of critical components in series·. A critical component 
:.1s. define.d as· a piece of equipment whose failure would shut down 
-
·t:·h.e syst;¢m of which it is a part. The one restricting assumption 
which pennits use of this graph is that every critical component in 
series has identical Mechanical Availabilities. However, the graph 
is useful in that it indicates how too many series components can 
d:rastically reduce over-all system efficiency, even with the help 
o·f infinite .ma.intenance expenditures. 
.. 
The interesting aspect of the article is demonstrated in 
Figure 3. The author shows a parti.cular configuration of equi2ment 
which could occur in many parts of a given chemical plant and especially 
in the chemical industry. Such a configuration could be used for 
batch mixing, effecting mild temperature changes.,. or even a crystal-
. 
-
,,1 izat ion~ '·~. '°"i 
The parts of the system are assigned constant probability 
values for Mechanical Availability. With this information the system 
availability can be detennined. Decision 1 and 2 cited at the begin-
ning of the discussion of~the article can now be made multiplying the 
Availabilim.es of the systems in series in the following manner: ,., 
• 










Po = P1 • p 1 • p 3 ••• p n 
where 
Po = over-all system Availability 
pi = Availability of each unit i in the: 
system, i = 1, ••• n 
n = number of units in system 
Decision 3 can be calculated for parallel configurations of units in 
the over-all systemo Since all the unit~ in a parallet hook-up must 
fail for the system to fail, the P0 for this case is calculated as , 
follows: 
where 
(l-P1), (l-P2) = the probability of unit failure, 
i.e., the opposite of Mechanical Availability. 
Decision 4 can be calculated by substituting the new Mechanical Avail-
ability values, caused by better equipment, into the preceding formulas. 
Decision 5 is calculated by using the formula for the parallel case 
" 
until all parallel units in a configuration can be represented in 
series. by substitution of the .parallel unit P0 's in the series form-
(11) 
ula. 
The approach taken by the author is limited by a few practical 
drawbacks. The author assumes a constant probability value for the 
various units in a system. He also assumes that each member of e 
series of identical equipment configurations will' have th~ same 
..... 
. Mechanical Availability in each configuration. Although these simpli-
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Number and Item 
___ . 4 2 
1. Control valve 
2. Control instrument 
3. Motor and mixer 
4. Thennometer 
5. Mixing Vessel 
5 
·Figure 3. Di.ag,ram pt, ·tiixing· Tank: with _'f·.ive Components in Se;rie_$:. 
drastically fall short of representing reality. Rarely are: even two 
similar pieces of equipment alike enough in maintenance Qr .usage his-
tory to enable the assignment of fixed and equal Mechanical Availability 
values to each of them. More than two pieces of equipment complicate~ 
the situation to an even greater extent. Mechanical Availability is 
a time-dependent quantity which varies stochastically at a low level 
during initial start-up to a higher value, independent of equipment' 
age, ·during normal life, and degenerates to a J..ower value in the period 
.. where parts are wearing out. Since this occurs, in many cases, in 
... each part of a piece of ~quipment the over-all Availability is -the ... .. I # 





.. factors can be included in a model of maintenance characteristics, 
-. 
will the model be meaningful and broadly applicableo 
An article by Dale F. Rudd of the University of Wisconsin 
takes the approach of introducing redundancies at various steps in 
a process design to improve over-all system perfonnance. He takes 
the basic reliability approach and incorporates in his solution the 
failure characteristics of initial start-up, random failure, and 
wearout failures inherent in such equipment. 
The author realizes that his proposed solution requires an 
, 
economic means of evaluating alternatives in design. He uses dynamic 
programming to decide what level of redundancy is needed to offer 
the desired equipment performance. This application, however, applies 
only to a series hook-up of process equipment. For more complex 
designs combining parallel and series components, Baye's theorem is 
applied and demonstrated. The admitted drawbacks are that probabil-
ities of equipment must be accurately detennined before either 
analysis will yield good results for desicsion making. For Baye's 
theorem all the possible events which could occur in a design must 
(I 
be determined, then all probabilit'les · for these events must be ·known. 
, Only after this demanding analysis can the system reliability be 
known. The author admits that no current rational method is known 
for determining the optimal design of the complex systems consisting 
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The problem which has evolved in the attempt to operate 
process equipment at optimum cost is the lack of practical quanti-
tative methods of measuring the type and degree of maintenance to 
perform on this equipment. Specific experience in industry has 
only yielded specific rules of thumb, which are not capable of 
general application without causing a.great deal of error. In 
some cases maintenance managers admit they have no idea and know no 
solution method for determining which level of maintenance is optimal. 
Several approaches toward evaluation and improvement of equipment 
operating efficiency were discussed; however, they were either over-
simplified or required constant probability values, which are neither 
realistic nor easily obtainable. 
. 
The need is plainly for an equipment maintenance cost model 
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' III. STATEMENT OF THE Pll>BLEM 
It is· known by experience that the greatest cost of down- . 
time is associated with the greatest complexity of equipment layout 
and the greatest lack of thorough preventive maintenance analysis. 
There seems to be a pattern in the nature of maintenance 
~:(if.ficulties. The most serious problem seems to be in the inconsis--. 
t~·nt quality of the repair work done on plant equipment. Too many 
·preventive maintenance inspections have not (most of the time) impro·ve4 .. ' 
the frequency of failure. ln fact, inspection~ in :many cases do not. 
investigate the most crucial parts of a pie,ce: .of eq~ipment o This ;i:s 
not a fault of :the inspector, but can be att'r:ib.uted to .c:i: general lack 
·:9.f t.ho.rpt1gli inspection instructions • 
. F'ot these re.asc>.ns! :the department engi.f\ee.rs, who are ·res1i·on-· 
provide adequat~ ma·Jntenance, :p·rotection and records. They are· kept 
so busy that the·y, ~~VJ~ no time for a thorough preventive maintenance 
~nalysis ~A ··their areas. Ev.en if they did, they did have the time, 
they would ·be interested in their own specific needs rather than an 
• 
analysis ·with broad application throughout the plant. · Anothe"r limi ta-
" 
• .. tion is the fact that an engineer would not have at his conuna.nd the ,,. .. 
' 
p.:?oper statistical tools to develop the required solutiono 
The. problem, therefore, ~~e~~ t~Q .. have evolv~d into a general 
need for the development of a method for Aaiancing the cost ,of mai~-p 
tenance wi.th the cost of product .loss and/or production downtime caused 
< • l>y too· .li:ttle maintenance. 
' ,:• .. i.,· 
--"-· 
....... 
;•, i-•·· / ' 
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This thesis will provide the means for a decision on the oasis 
of cost as to whether or not institute a P/M program on equipment 
subject to wearout failure, through: 
1. Analysis of the important parts Of equfppient \JSiilg a 
building block approach. 
2. Developing relationships \VJ'l,i¢h exist, between parts, 
regarding their cont,i;tbution tp .a system failure .,and 
charac~e:rizlng. the fa-il:tite distrlbUtion of th~ pa.rt.s ... 
3. use the preventive and fai1Ui'e maintenance, cost 1110de1s 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PR>CEDURE ',, 
-------------·-
A. Bayesian Approach 
In order to generate a preventive maintenance model which 
.will have the greatest possible general applications, a basic equip~ 
meht array is proposed as illustrated in Figure 5. Any piece of 
equipment should fa11· into this generalized a-rray_.,_ wh_ich i~ divided 
into individual parts, p_art: ·subsystems and. an equi_pment system. 
:The re a·re: 
n P.~.r·t. :g_ro11ps 
m stips.ystem.s 
wh~re ·n-_f .·m, and .. p .can be any integers •. 
E·ac·h 'i th-, 5t-h·, and kth compon~nt elf the· :o·:v-er-:~t:t .~"ystem C:~n. 
"possibly cause a syste¢. failure. T_hf:!re·fore, for-· ea_~-~ ·of. -s.yinbolic· 
representation. ,_an event·, ;E, ~e_pres·enti11.g: a. f·a-.ilu·re· '.w:ill; ·be _subscripted 
Eijk to identify :its r~..lat1on with ·the :compon~_n{s. o_;t the· system. Fail-
ure of a part is then re1a.ted. 'l;o the. over-an syst~m by identifica~ 
·ctf. It::-s particular subsyst~Jil :and: system gro(lp. 
If the probability of a failure, B, depends on the occurrence 
of a ·nqmber of ev:ent.s within tts equipment~ system, .it can be expressed 
as a function of certain ·X time depended func.tions, i.e. P(B) = ·cx111 , 
• 
... 
.•. • • • , Xijk' • • .Xnmp), where ijk ~~e ·a11:y int.egers within the conf igura-
.tion of n parts, m subsy~tems, and p systems. However, sihce the nature .. 
:c>"f. this problem is such that good maintenance data are not avail'able . 
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approach, the Bayesian approach to statistical decisions will be 
employed. Some advantages of this approach over the classical 
statistics approach, are the departure from the classical testing 
of a null hypothesis and attempting to protect within practical 
. limits aga~nst Type I· and Type II errors. Instead, the Bayesian 
approach emphasizes the risks of error of the decision rules being 
developed. The importance of this is that the risks of error for 
each decision rule are ctinsidered as a fu·nction of the: po~-s1b·1·e 
·~r~lues of the population being investigated. Rather than ·selec:t~_.ng 
the proper 4 and (j values for a given sampling or data gathering 
.scheme and then testing a hypothesis, the Baye~ian approach attempts 
to select. a decision rule which minimizes risks of error. (l:;i) Such 
..... 
.-µ_ti:Ii.zat.i:on of the risks of error allows assignment of -~- cost function 
,, 4 
. ·, to lb¢ er.ror function, wh·ich -~ppe·ars· to offer. a good solution to the 
problem of incorporatin·g the costs .of ·-various maintenance actions 
:i"nto. the model of failure probability· distributions. The technique 
f_<;>r incorporating these costs will be treated later .in the develop-
-:inent of the over-all problem solution. 
Another extremely practical aspect of the Bayesian approach 
is its use of a priori knowledge of a probability distribution in 
/ 
analyz~ng the probabilities of the occurrence of various ev~nts which 
depend on interactions With ·o·ther events·., .This method easiiy lends 
' . itself .to the calculation of the effect of various part failure 
,: 
;;-=•;ru;11n;-;•;••;2=;-'='"':1111(;,:·:•:-;;:2"'='=•=1 l=•==="=::"'::'~:e,::m=::~· ~"f!M~-i!:::'!~~, !!:J~eil-~1:!!iil--§%iii11Plfflllllli ------=W.m~:-··· 
; .. ~ .. · . .: 




• p.robabilities on the failure characteristics of a part system. If 
---
the effect of a system's parts on the over-all system performance 
can be calculated and integrated with the cost alternatives involved, 
then the problem of developing cost decision rules for .,preventive 
maintenance will be solved. The solution would be an optimal allo-
cation of equipment operating money to provide the greatest proba-
• 
bility of equipment system performance at.the lowest cost possible. 
To initiate the solution,,_~ the Bayesian probability expres-
sions for standard s'eries, standard parallel, and mixed series-
parallel systems will be developed. 
Initially, Bayes' general formula is presented as follows: 
where there are Q mutually exclusive causes of failure E111 , Eijk' ••• 
E Emnp·being the Qth possible cause for an equip:nent system mnp, 
failure represented symbolically by B. The probability that a given 
part failure caused a system failure is given 






This formula is derived from the general expression ·for conditional 
probability, as developed by Hoel. (l4) If the order of the conditional 
events in formula (1) is changed and the result solved for P[Eijk B], 
it become.-s 
·(2) 
$Ince the event B can occur only if one oz: more o:( the possible fa'ilures 
,. 
. ~ . 













Then the probability of B occurring as a result of these fallures is 




i, j, k=l-...... 
(2) on the right of (3) 
p [ Eijk] p [a/Eijk] 




'which. 'is: B.i:1yes,. ·g~neral formula for calculating the probabilities of 
causes expfes:sed in terms of consistent notation used in the solution 
of the ·p-ro:blem posed by this the.t?i.S' .• 
If this formula is applied to the calculatio_n: of reliab~lity 





F~gure 5. A Basic Parallel Network 
If Rijk = reliability of a given part= 1 - P (failure)= 1 - P[Eijk] 
and Qijk = P(Eijk) = probability of a part failure then 
- ...~ • . q - - -~ - --
.,, . 
-.. 
. Als<?, if Qs = total system ·failure, th~n Qs = P[B]. - Such notation 
will '"keep· the notation of this development consistent with th~ acknow-· 
., 
' _·.... . . 
_,. 
•. 
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29 
ledged texts in the field. ( 9 ,I5). Applying formula (4) to the 
mutually exclusive events that a system's reliability depends on the: 
• 
success or failure of a given component gives: 
Q5 = Rijk • Q8 [ If part ijk operates]+ Qijk • Qs 
[rf part ijk fails] 
:A;pp-Iy-~~~ thi:$ .formula to parallel case of Figure 6 




But, P[B/R111 ] - O, since the system can't fail if part 111 ol)erate's~ 
th.us, Qs = Qiu • P~/Q111] 
Qs = (l - R111Hl - "211) = 1 - 'R111 - 821..1. + IJ,fil •• :R..,.·.· •,· 
-~11 
.. - .. · 
.. 
R8 - .l -- 'Q·· .. · .. S. 
, .. 
(l - R111 - 8211 + Rut • 8211) - R.111 + !tin 
R111 • 8211 
w-hi:ch is: the: standard raliabilit:y :exp.r~s·$to·n fo:r two component.:s in: 
•·p· · a:ral I·el. : .. · .. ·.' . .., 
'" "' 
111 211 
























For the series case :illustrated in-Figure 6, the following 
development results: 
Part 111 will represent part ijk. 
Qs R111 - R111 ° ~11 + l - 1\11 = l - Rlll • ~11 
This result also is a standard expression for the reliability of two 
comp. in series. 
Now that a -more ::g;,;~.i:i~r.a-1 -tooJ,. of. an·aly,$.if3 has been examined 
and demonstrated in te.rms. :of tl:i¢ no.tatit?Ii.- of· this solution, the exacr~: 
problem will be more,. ~u'.l°ly d,aveloped. and characterized. 
Fig.ure 7-, cons'_i_sting of F°tgures 7a, b, c, =and d._, ·re.presents 
.g·raphically the general eff.ect- t>.f a preventive mat:nt·enance overhaul 
on a piece of equipment consisting of ei.ght. _parts. 
Each part has a different failure distribution, which occurs 
at a different period in time. This is represented graphically in 
Figure 7& 
Figure 7b indicates the composite effe·ct. o"f the individual 
______ part failure characteristics on the failure of the over-all system. 
If a complete overhaul is performed on the system, which repairs or 
- ' 
,. . replaces the parts of Figure 7a,.the failure pattern of the over-all 
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Figure 7b ..... Overall System Failure Disfcr..ibut'.iori_ vs. Time: 



























-F·lg.ure 7c - Overall Failure ·Distri.}?:ut':J::on Q .. f Equipment After 
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.. 
system is represented ·by Figure c. In effect, the overhaul .has 
shifted the various part failure density functions further into 
time, so -that the probability of a system failure has been d,3creased 
almost· ·to zero for the near future. . . . . .. ' .... ' . 
After a certain time, however,. the frequency of .f.a-il)lre ·~ 




~aJptenance ~ction of some typ~ is warr.an:ted:.o Fig1.1re: :Cl rep res.ant-$ 
a. ·hy.poth~t-i.cal equipment shutdown cost :fu~<;:t i_on .:. 
~·l:l11iination of this cost of ta.i1ure ·1s the _gctal of: :.pre\ren·.~ 
o·f no:t. JJ,.e.-rf.o-nning_ ·th~ tll.a . intenan.'ce flctton. 
.... :, 
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The probabiiity ftUICtio_n J?(X) , to be realistically llPJ>l,l.cable to 
many differe:nt failure patterns, must possess a great amount of 
flexib.ility ~. 
Here .a probability fimction :1s presented Which has a great 
amo.unt :()f .. ·!lex-ibili ty. .. •. It -h~·:s the· .de.riv·at.:iv?;s of t·he normal distri-
bUtion as Us terms, thereby readily available OQrlllal. distribution 
I wish to thank PI'O.,fe~Sor R±chard:son fo.r i:nStig.atl,ng 'the 
idea and Drs. Hatnm:i.ng a,nd' Rhode~ fPr their c6nStruqt;ive hEllp to 1;.,ije 
Let P(X) be a P~Pahility density functioij which is expanded 
. , . (16) in· . .a. s~r:iers:_ ,of Herint-te: polynomials. 
2 
· ···· ~ x2 2 
P(.X) = "9Ho(X)e . - + AJii1 (X)e - + ~H2(X)e-X , , •, 
_:(:a.) 



















To solve for the A terms, both sides of (8) are multiplied 
















-m l"t 1$. ·fn·tete~ting that if, 
















x2P(X)dx = __ u2~-
,V1r 
, -<D 
;Continuing the SoLuti:on of -An' s, if (8) is multiplied by H
1 
(X) and 
integrated from -- _a> tom , w.e obtain 
a> (I) 
. .;; 





H (x)H (X) · ~x- d.x: + A o 1 e. ·· · · ···. 1 
Hl (X)P(X)dx ::; A121 . 1 ! y' 1r = 2Al y' 'II" 













Hl2(X)e-X dx + 









Expressing the solution of the Ait terms in general fonn gives, CD 
P(X) = E x2 A.H.(X)e-J J J=o Y- • 
• 
='E 1 -x2 Hj(X)P(X)~ H .(X)e 2j . ' Vr ~ j=o J J· 
-• (10) 
Equation (9) may be altered to make its tenns amenable to look up in 
-x2 normal distribution tables. If we let X = Y y2 J then e becomes v2-;. 
- ,-- . V 2 1r ti> (Y) 
Now that the probability distribut.ion has been _pre.se.nted: .. , t:he n:ett 
step is to develop an expression for relating the indiv.idual p.a_r:t 
-fa.i:lut·e. distributions with the effect on cost of mainteµan¢E;! ·.ac·tio~s-_ •. 
B:.. ·The Cost Model 
.1-. Assumptions 
.co·st: .. model are stated a.·S· follows: .. ' . . .. ·. . . . .· 
~-
1. The components being evaluated suffer wear....;.out type 
failure. Mathematically, this means the components 
experience increasing hazard with time, where hazard is 
defined as the ratio of failure probability to non-
failure p~bability. 
2. A component replacement due to failure results in a 
.. 
rescheduling of the next preventive maintenance action. 
~ince the preventive maintehance repl-acements are based 











A great d•~al of money is wasted on preventive main-
tenance inspections which vainly attempt to measure 
the state.of well-being of a piece of equipment. 
3. The basic failure distribution of components is known 
A distribution model was presented in previous pages 
that will answer the need for a general probability 
.t 
distribution to represent either failure data or 
:e,illpi·r:i'cal knowledge of a component failure pattern-•. 
The .e111p~_.ri¢a:1 __ approach can be: used to bridge the g.ap 
from no fail.Ure data to th~ point: )yllere good quality 
data have been collected.-_.: :The· d:ist.ribution model was 
presented since it. can c·.1osely Elpproximate the failure 
distribution_s ~xperi~nc:~.d with. w·ear-out failures. ( 17) 
... 
4.. All component replacement~ ar~ statistically .identical 
. . 
.. . w:!.th -~ failure distribution which adheres .to :th·e ·fo·l:low~ 
ing mathematical de:ftnttion: 
F(t) = probability that a _comp9U.e.tp.t: :\iiil:l :fail -in. ,an. 
interval [o,t] when it is new ~t t - o. 
.. ,TF'" =· a non-negative randqiii: variable representing '"'time-
to-failur.e" .for :each individual component. 
Therefore,- ·-
F( t) = Pr [ Tr ~ t ] ·_,. t >. 0 
-
and :F.(_:t) is a non-decreasing f.unction.-;_ contlnuo:us ·to· 
'the right. having F(t) = 0 fo.r :t -< _O, 'F(O): :::: :o and lim 
F(t) = 1. 
'i t .... m 
The mean time .t.o :f'a.~,itti:-e· ·ls ,a.ssumed to exist 
. .. 
:,)-, 
... - ' 
·- ~'. . 





for the distribution F(t). 
5. The basic distributien, which characterizes the 
scheduling of the preventive maintenance replacements, 
is known or can be determined. If a fixed interval of 
time occµ;rs .between preventive maintenance replacements, 
the exchange distribution ·is a step function. This is 
tjie situation whi¢h m(J~t easily conform~· to scheduling 
.operations and :i's· commonly applicable_. 
Mathematically, G(t) is the probability that an 
exchange is pel:"fc>-rmed in the in:f:erval [ 0, t ] •· This dis-
tribut io:n de·sc!'r1bes tl;ie va.ria:ti'on in time for replace-
ment.'.. :T-6: ,is def·inecf as: a non~-negatty~- t~ndom variable 
. . . . · .··. tt . · tt 
.re_p.re.se11:ting: time-to-exchange. 
Therefore, G(t) = Pr [ TG ~ t J , t ~ o, whe:re G.(t) 
is a non-decreasing function, continuo'l.i~; ·to the right, 
with G(t) = 0 for t<O and lim G(t) = 1. A quantity 
t .... O> 
G(T) is defined as G(t) = 1 - G(t) = Pr[ TG>t]. t~O. 
It is assumed that the mean of the exchange distribut;iQn:i 
T6 , -exJSt:s t<ir the distribution G(t). If the density 
·.f·l.inq:t.·ion .. ;9:!~::-tbe exchange distributio~ .. ex~s.ts, . it -is. -· .-
g(t) = dG(t) 
dt 
. .').. 
, t >O 
It is assumed that the first generation c_ompp_.nent is new \ 
• 











This asswnption is valid~ long as spare parts 
.do not deteriorate as they are stored, waiting for 
installation. Also, a repair of a part rather than 
~ 
new replacement requires characterizing the failure , 
distribut±on of the repair unit, since it will inv-ari~-
ably be different from the new component. ·TJ)ls.: e_xcep--
tion wo.uld not allow st;r~ightforward app.lic.a.ti.9n_ ot :fhe· 
standa·rq. renewal ~quations. present~q :_iii. tne- -cos.t: mod·el .-
7... ·1t is:, assumed that the time required for :a. cq·mponent 
:replac.emen.t is negligibl~ :C<>~p.a .. :re.·d to .. the ·component's 
:ll}earl t·i·fe -and that compo~e·rit.f; :d;:> -not we.a-r during the 
replacement interval. It ts·.' iJ1.her·eorrtl.y· ~s~·umed, there-
fore; that a failure lf? imm~diate.ly de.t·ectable. (18) 
~: The· ·Coat Model Developµient 
Wit·l)put Preventive Replac~mepts 
For a single. ind·ep,e11d¢.nt· ¢P.m.1>onent .pos::fti-o:r.t,: 
.c( t) = :h2F···, (t.}· 
(11) 
C(t) - . -th·e: expec·t~~ Jna-:i.ntenance cost for a component 
~ 
position in the interval [ O, t] . 
.t ' I II • ·- ~·: 
~2 = the cost of replacement when a failu-re ·o·.9 .. c:&:fr:s ...... 
:·F· '(t) the expected number of failures in a com.pone:nt 
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With Preventive Replacements. 
where: 
-. For a single independent component positio~n 
(12) 
h1 == the entire cost of a prev¢ntive :rep1acement 
. h = the cost o'( ~placellient wh¢n a. failure occurs 2 
- C*( t) = the expected cost of maintenan¢·e in· the interval 
[ o, t] , when a preventive mliintenance policy is in 
eff~ct. 
G'*(t) - the. expected number of Preve11tive maintenance 
replacements in the intE;Jrval [ 0, t ] , when a pre'-, 
ve'i-1.t.ive: m~intena1.1ce. pol:icy :is in effect. 
F·;*(t.) = the expected number of faiJ;ures in th.¢ in'l;erva.1 
[o, t J , when a preve11:tive maintenance p,:>11c:;y ·1s. in. 
effect. 
Minimum C*(t) is obtained, With fixed h1 and 112, by SE;Jlecting di.ffer-
ent values of parameters of the distributions determined by mainten-
ance policy and computing C*(t). Optimum paramete.t values can be 
obtained .by miriimizing C*( t)/h;a; therefore, the ratio 1J.ilh
2
, rather 
than the abSolue value of each factor, is required for parameter 
selection. 
Comparison of C*(t) with C(t) 
If C(t) is.less than C*(tJ, the following possibilities exist: 
' 
(a) preventive maintenance is not advantageous from a standpoint of. 
cost, (b) reliabilit-y improvement is not worth th.e extra cost, (c) 
• 
'· I 






\- I .. . .I 







not be worthwhile as determined by better quality data may or may 
substituting various values of h2 in equations (11) and (12). 
f~r St~ady State Conditions 
If, in equation (11), the derivative ·Of F'(t) exist~.;- then . 




~(t) _ dC(t) ..... 
- dt , th~ exp.ected cost rate, i*3 th·e. change in 
the c.umulat:.iy~ (expected) cost pe·r ·µrt.it time when 





·= · dt , the expected rate of failure, is the chang,¢. 
in the cumulative (expected) number of failures pe_r· 
unit time Wh_en a: preventive repl~cement policy is: 
not in effect-.: 
If the. det:i.vatives exi.st, ~quatton (12) can. be d1ffEclrentiat¢d tP 
·y· .fei..d 
:_ . . . :' 
whe:re: 
_; · ....... · .. . 




dt , the. expecte_d cost rate when a preventive -
replacement policy is in effect. 
dG'*(t) 
dt , the expected rate of. p.reyent,:i_ve replace-
ments. 
q*(t) dF '*.( t) 
= dt , the exp~cted rate of fail.ure :w.~en· .a_. pre-· 
• 
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· The functions g*(t) and q*(t) are renewal rates which are not inde-
pendent of each other. Since they approach steady-state values, the 
cost rate c*(t) also approaches a constant • 
.. 
The Renewal Process with no Preventive Maintenance 
The behavior of the function F'(t) can be dete-rmined fro~t 
the failure distribution, F(t) of ~he individual pompQn·e,.-tt. 
F(t) is the probability that a component which: ~S.' .~ew: at.-
the. beginning of ·an interval of length t fails at or ·b~Jo:r_e the- end' 
:o.f the interval. 
If, TF · ·. · · · ·· ·· a· :· ... ·.b·1· ,i·t., · • t. f · 1 · " = -a :Po.·~-:l?t·1ve.. ;ra:n onr =-v:~ri_a > ,ei., :, i:me- o- a1 ure , 
t.hen· 
,•• .. , 
-
F(t) - Pr [ TF ~ t] , 




F.:(t) is a nond,acreasing :fµ_11.¢tt·on of t, c9I1t:1iitiou:s ·to the: r~ght at 
'pot·n:t_s of discontinuity, i.e. F(x) = F(x·+_), :hav.~~g, :t.J1e: limit F(t) - 1 
t_,. (I) 
·:and .for this treatment, F(O) = o. 
Let F(k, t) be defined as ·the probability that at least ~ con~-
secutive failures occur in the interval [o,t], when no .p ... reyent:fve. 
~ maintenance is perfonned. -This is the distribution t·unc:t±on of. jf 
·~ :gener.at·ions o ~ .· . .. .• 
~ .. 
[ TFl .. t] F(k,t) = Pr + TF2 + • • • :+. -:t~:Fk-t + 'T·Fk < (16) 
-
. 
. 11. .. 
, t ~o 
• 
The recurrence relation between F(k,t) and F(k.;..1,.t) can be exhibited ~ 
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In (16) let TFk be_a positive fixed value -r • This is 
permi~sib~e since TFk is independent of the other k-1 random vari-
ables; then 
S;i_rtce F(k-1, t-T) is dependent on the value of T , the dependency 
'.may be eliminate.d by averaging F(k-1, t-T) over all possible values 
.of· T • Since -r is distributed according to the function .F( T) the 
.... 
k .. .;: 2:,. -~ , · •. •: •. : 
t>:o: 
:expected value of F(k-1, t- T) yields 
Ji'(.k, t) = i :(k-1, t-T)dF( T) 
F( 1, t) - F(t) 
-.·. (.17): 
where the :u_pp:er limit of integration: .:(,s t: :'.r-a,ther than ao , sin~e ·· 
F( k-1, x) ;;.. 0. .to :r. x < 0. F( k, t) ts also a nondecreasing funct io;ri :p.:f. 
t, conttnu9ua, t.o the right, pavi_ng: Ffk,0) = 0 and limit F(k,t) ·=.·:1.~ 
t-.OD 
.... 
-$:i}1c~: F(k,,·t) .. re·pr.ese·nts- tl)e ·dist ribut ±on function of a s:uni. 
of :{q_entically distribut:ed random variables, its mean equ_al~ k times 
:t.he me·an of F(t} provided the mean value of F(t) ~xists. F'(t) may 
pe expressed in tenns of the sequence F(k, t) by the follo.wing pro-
' 
cedure. Let N(t) be an in.tegral-valued, non-negative random variable 
. 
which represents the number of failures :in the interval [ O, t] . Then, 
"-._ 
.•I 
F ' ( t), 'the ·expected number of failures in· this interval [ O, t] is 
F'(t) = E[N(t)] 
If we define, p(k,t) as the proba~ility of exactly k failures in the 
interval ( O, t] , then- since 
... _.,- .J> Cl). 
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Cl) 
F'(t) = ~ kp(k,t) 
k=O 
In tenns of random variables, 
p(k,t) = Pr[ TF1+ ••• +TFk5t, 
k = 1, 2, • • • 
and taking TFk+l as a fixed value T yields, 
Pr [ t- T< TFl + •• • +TFk5 t l= F(k, t) - F(k/t- T} 
·Averaging over-all T using· tbe ct-i~-tribution: p·( T ).' .Y:i~Icls. 
p(k, t) = F( k, t) - ·F(k.+i.:·, t) -~ - 1, ?., -~- •:· .... 
Thus.:., .after substitution we obt·a.in the ·d·es.ired- :re:sul.t 
. "'. 
CD 
F'(t) = I: F(k,t) 
k=l 
t>·-0' 
' ···- . (18) 
The f·amilfar integral equation in rene.wal theo.r:y :i.s obtained using 




· . ., .. 
F··'·(t) F(t) + F( k-1, t-t)tiF( T· ). 
0 
'r ·,{·t): -;:: :F( t) + F ( k , t - T }dF( ·T ) 
, k=l 
Ustn·g: e·quation (18) ag.ain, we have 
,., t . . ' 
F'(t) = F(t) + I F'(t- T)dF( T) 
0 
t:·>.·O: , ... • -· 
.(;I9) 
·where .. F:'·(t)· is. a unique, nondecreasing_ ·fun.ct::ion, cont:inuous to the: 
ttght at points of discontinuity, ha~ihg limit F' (t) = ao and ·in. 
this d·evelopment, F ' ( O) = 0. -~ 
.·,_ 
When the distribution func:tion F(t) is abs.olute~y: ~~>'µt-.j~n.µPU$,, 
.,.., ) 
·" 
we can define a density function, f(t), where f • 
~-dF(t) f(t) = dt 
'I. . • 
.. ~-
,. 









f(O) = f(O+) t = 0 
• 
Absolute continuity of F(t) implies absolute continuity of F '(t) ani:l 
F(k,t) so that F'(t) may be differentiated to yield a renewal rate, 
• .. 
q(t) = dF' (t) dt ,, t > 0 - (20) 
wntch is termed the rate of f~ilur.e.~ ·Wnen. :the density function f(t) 
is continuous and non-negative for t>O and right continuous at t=O, 
' 
·:q{t) is unique, non-negative, and continuous for t ~ 0 o 
T:h·e ·.rate of failure, q ( t), may also be. expressed as a :sununa:~ 
. . 
lf we cl¢f1ile the density: t-\lllc:tton. 
-cf:f :_·F(k t-) as: 
.. . . . , . 
. .. 
f:{k,t)'. - dF(k,t) dt , 
t·hen we h:av-e :a convergent serie·s. 
a> 




'Thi~ int.eg,ra:l equation can then_. be·: ,de-v.eloped from· :the- re.·cur·re.nce 






f ( k-1, t- T )f ( T )dT 
f(t) + 
,.. . 




. -· .. 
®n$~(fµ¢n.tly'., the expected cost rate, c( t), is g_tv.·¢.n- ·bf 
.-:· ~ .•·.• 
----
c(t) = dC(t) dt. =. h2qC-t) , t'2:,0 
(23) 
-'f.l1t$: :cost rat~ app:r.oaches a steady-state value in the sense that q(t)-









f< ~ • I 
i> i .. ·_. 
r.·:· 
~---~-------·-· ' z;·· · ·· · :r· Ir·,,,., Tf n:(··}·'! · · · .· ,· · 
" 
11: 
and bounded where 
a, 
f f(t)dt = ~", 
0 
an&. a. :f init.e second mom,3nt, 
limit 
t --- a, 
r. 
a, J tf(t)dt · = ;f 
0 
where Tf is the mean time to c:ompo)1e.Iit f:a.ilu·re=.. ·rt:· w.e ·de-fi:ne·. 
·C = limit c(t) as a steady-state -cO$~ rat~t: 
t--. (I) 
(25) 
For a dtst;tibution .function F(t); which iS not absolutely continuoup.,. 
·l .· 
•. 
the absence of a density fu.Q.ctiqn can be compensated for tn long 
.r.~rtg~ ·cost·· e·sti~E\te.s by noting th~t 
limit 
t •• 




for a ·gene.r.al distribution having a f.:lnit.e ftr·st ilio.rne:nt. 
The Failure. -J;>attern tn Presence of PIM Replacements: 
. - . t • . . • • . 
The Probability of k Co:isecutive Exchanges 
A(k, t) is defined as the probability of at least k coti's:ec:u·--. 
t.:tve exchanges in the interval (0., t,). Then:-
. . . . . ' 
A(k,t) 
- Pr[ TGl + TG,2 + •.•••+ TGkS t, 
·-·~ 
T~1' S TFl • TG2 ~- T~2 ~ • • • • TGk ~·TFk J 
K = 1, 2,. •:•. t~O (26) 
The inequalities, TGjS TFj' define an initial sequence of k gene:i:a·\ . 
.... 
tions in which exchanges occur conseGutiv:ely without ·any failures. 
The presence .. of the same random variabl~, TGJ• in tWo events in the 
.· .. 
.. 
. - ·._, .. ,. ;i.·· 
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above expression indicates that these events are dependent even° 
though all the random variables are mutually independent. This 
dependency prohibits evaluating this expression by simply taking 
the products of the probabilities of the individual events. Equa-
. 
' 
tion .(2.6) is evaluated by letting Tok be a fixed positive value T • 
Since TFk appears only once, the event T<TFk' for fixed T _.,. is. 
independent of all ot:h.e\r events, therefore, a product :Of J>rpJ'.>"abJ.lities 
is pennitted and yields 
'Pr [TGl + ••• • +TGk:"'"l ~ 1;- T ,T(;); ~ '.l'Fl' • , . 'TGk'"-1 S TFk-~Pr [ T ( TFk J 
. = A(k-1, t- T )R( T ) 
Averaging· .over-all T usi·ri~ =,t:he: distribution 
f t . A(~·,t) = A(k-1,t- fr.)"R( .T )dG( T) 0 .. 
t· 
A(l.,t) - R( T )dG( T ) , t ~o 
tJ) 
.p=Pr[TG~TF ]= [ R{T)dG{T) 
0 
G( T) yiel9s 
K = 2, :3, .. •. •:• •. . . (2·7.) 
·F·urt_her, it .can b~e seen from equation (27) that A(k,t) is: ·a Ii0~1:--
·cJecreasing functl9.n, s:in·ce. the integrand is always positive and ... iS 
·-1· -
GOntinuous to·. the right at points of discontinuity ... Aiso, A(k,t) i~ .;.ii--.. 
-, ... .. 
Ii, 
.ab~oluteJy continuous if G(t) and F(t), for .t) O, are Jisolutely 
continuous • 
Expected Number of·Consecutive Exchanges 
,· . 
Let a(t) be defined as the expected number of consecutive 
~ 
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- method used to develop F'(t) in equation (18),. 
er, 
a(t) = LA(k,t) 
k=l 
, t~ 0 
" 
(28) 
:Replacing A(k, t) by the recurrence relation, equation (27) yields 
the integral equation, 




a(t) is a unique, nondecreasing function, continuous to the r~ght, 
p 
having a(O)' = :O· and limit a(t) = l-P· · Furthermore>, a(t) is_ absolut·~:.1y, 
.... ~ 
t-.m 
con.ti:nuq11s· if. both F(t) and G(t), t> O, are absolutely continuous • 
. 
The function a(t) may be evaluated in Specific cases using either 
transform or numerical methods from equations (28) and (29). 
The Probability of Failure on the kth Generation After k-1 Exchanges 
Let b(k,t) be defined as the proability that at least the 
·k'th :generat:j.o·n co.m.pqp.ent fails durt~g. tll~ -in.t·e.rval [ 0, t] afte.r k-1. 
cons.ecutive exchanges. 
b(k,t) = Pr [ T01+ ...... +Tok-l+TF~~ ti T01 ~ Tn, ••••• 
(30) 
. ' 
Allowing TFk to be a fixed val-u:e t yields 
"'. 1111,, 
k -- o·, ·3· 
- ,1:1 ,. ..,. . ••• 
t 
A· 









... ;., ·-.... 
' ~, '',) J'...: ' I !', .., , I ~, I '~ ~, : ) 'i 




The Resultant Failure Distribution Function 
F*(t) is defined as the probability that at least one com-
ponent failure occurs in. the interval [ O, t] , when preventive main-
tenance is being performed. This distribution describes the time 
between actual failureso Let TF* be defined as the non-negative 
random variable representing "time-between-actual failures." Then 
F*(t) = Pr [ TF* ~ t] for t:?. O. A failure which occurs in the inter-
val [ O, t] must occur in one of the1 possible component genera~ions, 
Since b(k, t) was deifined primarily for the events, rrf irst failure ,, 




= ~ b(k,t) 
k=l 
. t ->·· Q. 
' .. - (32) 
Us:ing th~ integral expression for b(k, t) equation. C:31) ·yields an 
integral expression for the resultant failure distribution. 
F*(~) =ft G( T )dF( T) + ft a(t- T )G( T )dF( T) 
0 0 
-Tf* i$ .def.ined as the mean time between :'~.Gt:ual f,a:il.ure·s\, 
a, 






Fo:r absolutely continuous F(t) and G(t) we have a dens·ity tunq:t=ic>:ii. 
associated with F*( t) ,._Jlam.ely, f*(t) = dF*(t) . 0 •.. , . ' .. - "\ .. " dt '.-. ·:·~ 
The Expected Number of Actual Failures 
. . F'*(t) is defined as the e.xpected; number of actuQ.l failures .• 
-i-n.·. the interval [ 0, t ] • · 
:·, · . .__..;..... , .. ---· .,. --, . .:~= .... - · .. ·- -
·,.. , 1· 
,,. 






. ·~. '' 
.·.· •: ' 
._r·. 
.~ . ' .... •. 








= Pr[TF*l+TF*2+. • • .+TF*k~t ] 
= i tF*(k-1, t- T )dF*( T ) 





k = .. ~ ., :·a:'' -•.•• 
(34) 
:These convolution expressions a·ssume that ·the. f:ailure .distribution, 
.which is valid in the interval afte.r ·t = .O,, is also: valid· in _a.n 
1..11:terval after a failure at T • 
a, 
FI *(t) = E F*(k, t) 
k=l 




t :> 0 
-
(36) 
The general behavior of F'*(t) is similar to ·F'(t). The particular 
behavior as· r.e:1.a.ted to G(t) and F(t) may be: ·d·edti"G¢d_ :from- tha.t of F*(t). 






. , :-With: ~~solutely continuous·F(t) and G:(-t)_:, t:he ·µe·h.avio·.r-o:f' .t.b~:rate:"Cff 
f·ailure func-tion, q*(t) may be obs¢_rved. a-s·, 
~: I' 
wh¢.re=, 









_ Ef*(k,t) • 
k=l 





t :> 0 · 
~. . . t . ·, 

















Exchange Pattern in the Presence of Failures 
The Probability of k Consecutive Failures 
·~·- .~ 
·i::. 
I(k,t) is defined as the probability of at least k consec-
utive failures in the interval [o,t ] • 
• I(k,t) = Pr[TFl+TF2+ ..... +TFk~t, TFl<'.TGl• TF2<TG2, 
•••• T Fk < T Gk] , k = 1 , 2 , •••• , t :> 0 ( 40) 
I(k,t) - f I~k-1, t- T )G( T )dF{ t) 
1(1,t) - Jae T }dF( T) , k = 1;2id•• t~,o 
0 
Th·e Expected Number of Consecutive .Fat1.1re.s· 








J(t) - G( T }dF( T )+[ J(t- T)G({}dF( t·), (42) t>o 
(43) 
:Tbe'. ,l>robability of Exchange on the kth Generation After k~l Failures 
Let j(lt,t) be defined as tlle probability that at least the 
ilt:·h.. g~neration compo.nent is exchanged .during the .interval [ O, t ] after 
:k~-1 .·conse·cutive. failures 
·-· 





;" ..... ti 
I 
· tr trr / 
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j(k, t) = [ t I(k-1, t- T )R( T )d:( T ) 
j(l,t) = itR( T)dG( T) , k = 1,2, .•. -t'~O 
(45) 
-. 
The Resultant Exchange Distribution Function 
Let G*(t) be defined as the probability that at least one 
exchange occurs in the interval ( O, t] , where failures may occur 
between these exchanges. 
Let TG* be the random var:i$ble representing "time between 
actual exchanges. " 
G*(t) - Pr [TG*5t] ,. t>O' 
00 




'.l'g,t,: is detitiEld as the mean time between actual exchanges and under 
·tij:e· ·p.rop:er conditions, 
. . , * ( t) = dG* ( t) 
g dt 
.The, ~;xp~cted NumQer of Act'·ual Exchanges 
G*(k, t) "' Pr(TG*l +TG*2 + •.. +TG*k:$ tJ , t~,() (48) 
t 
G*(k,t) - [ G*(k-l,t-T)dG*(T) (49) 
G* ( 1 , t) = G* ( t) , k. ··=· 2 , 3 , . . . t~:o 
. ' ..
Let G'*(t) be the expected number elf actual 8Jechanges in the irfterval 
[ o, t] . <D 
G'*(t) = L G*(k,t) • t2:() 
k=l t 




- . ' 










limit G'*{t) = 1 
t--.a, t T * 
g 
:When,_ the derivative exists, the rate of exchange is 
. g*(t) = ~:(t) ' t>O 
a, 
g*(t) = L g*(k,t) -, .. :t- >·-o 
···~t 
where k=l 
dG*(k,t) g'*(k,t) = ------------dt ' t>O 




1 g*(t) - -
Tg* 
-There-fo::re, behavior of the expecteg :qos/t ifu.nct ion 
C*(t) = h2F '*(t)+h1G·'*.(t} 
·&as been completely des·c:r-ibeo. .•. 




Let W(t) be def_ine:d as the expected. number t>'f. remov.al_s .in 
. ,/ 
th¢ ±11;terval ( o, t ] , when a preventive maintenance policy ii, in ef.fect, 
Since removals are due to failu:r;~~- .or -exchanges, 
W(t) = F'*(t) + G'*(t) 
' 
(57) 
A preventive maintenance polic-y always res,ul·ts in W(t)>F'*(t). If 
.r,, 
.. · - ..... 
derivatives are pennitted, then the rate of removals at t, 
w(t) = q*(t) + g*(t) - dW(t) 
dt (58) 
W(t) can also be evaluated in tenns of F(t) and G{t). To 
-ev.:aluate W(t), ·a~ ·dist.ribution function ~ust be defined which rep~e.sent:_s: 
-,,.-, 
. ..... 
~ . -···,v.----.- ,. 














• the probability of a ren1oval in the interval ( O, t] • The first 
·~ 
" . " moment of this distribution, the mean time between removals, 







R( t.)G(t)dt (59) 
0 
r Tr ls 'the mean value of the operating life of·the components. 
Explicit Form for the Mean Time Between Actual Failures 
The mean time between actual failures, T f*, not only- .irtd-.f.-: 
cates the extent of reliability improvement, but is used. in the' 
steady state cost expression. 
Tf* and T * will be obtained explicitly as· :f·tiµc:t_lot~s of the:. g ~ 
·bas:ic·- distributions F(t) and G(t). In order to derive re.sul.t.s which 
wf.11 ·be. applicable to discontinuous: ·_functions, Laplace-St.i.eltJ.e·$. 
:ra .. ther :than Laplace transforms will- be. us:ed.. This transform i"s 
' def Oin.ed as,. 
·F,(s) - -st e dF(t) (60) 
;, 
0 
where we use· the same functional notation for the transform, F(s), 
and the det¢i,n_i;n~Iig funct,ion, F( t). The theorem on convolutions !I 
namely, if 
M(t) = [ t F(t- T) dG( T) 
F(t=O) = 0 and G(t=O) = O. 
~ ~(s) = F(s) G(s) 
-. -:when· these integ·rals converge. 
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' 
" The mean is obtained by a procedure similar to the methous 


















These procedures require F(s) to be analytic in a region about the 
origin, s = O. Higher moments of the distribution may be obtained 
in a similar manner . 
.. 
. In order to transfo~: ·eq\ifition (29), we: define 
A(t) = It R( T > dG( T) 
0 
Then equation (29) reduces to the form. 
a(t) = A(t) + f ta(t- T) 
0 
-~(.s) ·= A(s) 
1-A(s) 
dA(t) 
:T.q· h··andle equation (3.3), w.·~·,clefine 
t 
I(t) = .[ G( T) dF( T) 
HEtnce, 
F*(s) I(s) [ 1 + a.fsJJ I(s) -- - 1-A(s) 
·~· 





Tlle remainder of the derivation consists of taking the derivative of 
. dF*(s) 




«> 1 G(t) 
0 
.. 
. . Q) 










-~~-:------------------- .... £ .. : ..r~- .... . 
. 





and finally integrating by parts to obtain 
. a> 
_ 1 G(t) - a, = Tf -1 G(t)R(t)dt 





Equations (43) and (47) may be reduced 
Tg -.£a,G(t)F(t)dt 
in a similar manner to 
-
-T * g 
1 - im F(t)dG(t) (65) 
·,Note that if the inverse transform of F*(s) (equation 63:) can be 
.qetermined, an immediate solution results for F*(t) (a1i'ci similarly 
for G* ( t)) • 
Reliability 
In o.rdeJ:~'. :to :iriea:s·ure the improvement in ,reliability that can 
be opta.:ii:f¢.d· l~y: th·e: use of this type of :replacement procedure, we use 
R( t) = 1 - F ( t) 
R*(t) = 1 - F*(t) 
R*(t) 
The b·asic· c'C>Jnponent reliability. 
Resultant (ope;ra:tJ .. :P.g.).: .reliabili.ty in· .a 
component pos·it'io·no 
The probabilit.y ·"t}:lat a failure does not 
occur within, the interval [ 0, t ] after 
a removal. 


























In order to demonstrate an actual problem solution, a stan-
dard type of centrifuge used to separate two heterogeneous liquid 
streams and a solid will be analyzed. The centrifuge consists mainly 
of an electric motor wh_ich provides rotation of the centrifuge bowl 
by transmissio11, :us:ing a belt driy~.. Th,e liqµid feed stream is fed 
by :_p4iop: .or. :gra·v.;i:t-y into the bot·t'.o·m: :ot.: the: bowl through the drag as-
semlily. -As. ·the feed. :t-s. for¢_ed· upwa·rd j·:Q t'.11e bowl, the stream compon.;.. 
• 
'I 
:e:nt·s ar~· :~~parat-ed b·y c~~t.rl'.f.µg_al forc·e. T~e- _$Olids remain. trapped 
:111 the. bowJ .. , w;ntJe the t.wo :1:i._qu}d·s travel. out the. top ·of t:he bq.w.1, 
:oite p_a·~-~in_g into. t'he -Ull°Pe·r cov.e-r. 
:r~_b.le l show·s the indi:v-fdua:l p~:.rt. ·dEfsc,ri_.ptlon.: and- :the :par.am--
et.ers tYf ... tts: ;fa.ilure d'istributio_Ii_.. :Since. ~l.l tll.e: p·arts: liste·d :111 
·Table l are ·¢:i:-itical to the cen_tr-ifuge.' s opera·t_19n,: _Lil :that :~n_y· pa·rt· 
could cause -~ :.det~C!tabie fa:ilure :in·µ:~p-epdent of ,any <{t-J1~-r part,. t:he 
event of: a fa.f1ure by'. arty one. pa.-rt· is· ·cons_idered to ·o.-e ·:mµt.ual.ly :.ex~ 
clusiv·e . in ret~.ti'on. to- ·a· failu.re :ca:µ$ed by an9tl'.l~.r P.Bi.rt.;._ 
•. for the frequenc.y -:of a: fai.1-µre v.e/pus. time c:ff -an. infintte: nurtfper· ·o'f; 
eq·uals the prob_.ab_ ·11it_·_-·y __ ·- o.f. a ·s_··_i_ng.~le pa. rt_ f_a_il.i_-n_ g·- in some time_·-._ · · 01n·te.ry~I_:, · 
t--. This distri·b.ution .is obtained by integr~ting the expression- :for 
·the part freq·ue_il¢)t ot :fai.lure distribution· r:epresented by eq1tatton I:10), 
.......... , ..... 
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TABl..E 1 
, . 




Female Clutch Assembly 
Flexib:1.-e Ooup1ing 
Bott ..om .Ball. :Be.a:;rfn __ g 
I 
' Idler· Spririg 
Top Idl~·r Arm B,e.aring 
Bo.tto·m I·ct.l_er Arm Bearing 
icfl.e~ Pu11.ey· Gasket 
. .. 
'l'o·:P Pull~y: Ball Bearing 
Mean 
-µ. = Tp 
Q .. 2·: 




4. :5.· .. . 
1.·2: 
·1 .. O 
1.:5 ...... 
·7·· 5 •, : ...





o .. so; 
. .  . . 
Q: .. 50· 
·, .. "• .. 
·o .• :.0·2 
0 ... :20· 
1 .. ?Cl 
d .·50 
1. 0.0 








. .  . . 
· ·1 ·o ~· ... . 
. . : .··,•. ·· ... . 
· ·s ·o ·-· .· . •, .  ...... 
:..,;;.-3. 0 :• . 
.;.:6 ..• -0. 
o .. ·· :o .. .... 
o: .·o 







:O •. ·o, 
() 0 
..•... 
o .. :,o. 
.. o.:o 
0,, .: _;.-·O 
o<o 
. ... 
·o .. ·o: 
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TAB~ 1 (cont . ) 
CENTRIFUGE EQUIPMENT SYSTEM 
Description 
Drag Unit 
f Drag Sprii1g 
Drag BUS'h.ing.. 
Fe·ed Nozzle Gaske·-t 
Brake Assemb.ly 
Brake Band :Litf:i.r,fg:· 
Brake Spring 
-~ot.Q:r: Assembly 
Top Shaft B~aring 
·Top Sha.ft Seal 
J3ott:om ·shaft-: Be~ri_ng' 
Bottom :_Shaft: .-S:ea.1 
•.. 
.. ~ - • • <._...___ - :._. " ._ • • ~ C • -.s 
.Mean 
-
Ji,= T . F 
.. 
:"Cl· 2 .... 
_a:.:o. 
0 •. 2· 
:.2:.·o· 
·2·: 0 
.... ··- . : 
. . . 
~·. {j 
7·.-5: 









Cl .• 3.0. 
:o .5.0 
. . . . 











----3· ·o·. ~ .· 
---10. 0 
·-3.:0 






0 .• ()' 
o •. o: 
{): .. () 
. ·, ' -· 
·c): •. :o· 
·-o·- o ·· 
. . . -· .. 
o-o-.. 
o.·o· 
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No •• 1 Heater 
No·. ·2 Heater 
-. Fuse 
Centrifuge Bowl 
Bowl Boss ·Sleeve 
M. 0 • • 0 •'o '• ,,·, 
Sp.indle 
:Drive Belt 
TABLE 1 (cont.) 
I 
CENTRIFUGE EQUIPMENT SYSTEM 
Mean 
-µ. = T 
F 
0.2 
o 2 ..... 




o ... a. 
.0 .i3 
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0 02 
.. . •· .. 
o .. 0·2 . . -· 
·o .. ·03. · 
. . · ... 
0 •. 0·3:. 
0 .. 5() 
o.o:.5 
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·:.· · .... · ' 
'(): 0 
• •.• •I .• ·, • 
· o. 0 
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0 •. (l 
o .. o: 
. .  . 
o:.o: 
o ..• () 
O··O ...•.. 





.-o .• :o 
·oe:o 
'O .·O_ ... . . 
: •· " 
0 .... 0 
0 .• 0 
o· .•.. Q• 
o.·(l 
,. Q ..• Q: 
:0, 0 










































the cost modei and is equivale.nt to F(t) = Pr[ TF < ~. t > 0, which 
is presented in part IV B. 
• 
The evaluation of the centrifuge will be carried out in the 
following manner: each component position will be evaluated individual-
ly to determine the type of maintenance, preventive versus failure 
maintenance. Such parameters as the probability of k consecutive 
' failures, the expected number of failures·, ~nd the -~expected nwnber 
of total exchanges will be evaluated .for· th.e pt~y.e·nt·fve: and non-
prE!v·e.nt i ve maintenance ca~.e dtttiJ1g a .spe:cif ic t:im~, .tn·terva-1.. ·T-he so.lu:-
tion will be carried ·out -wtth, the· tfse of tables- ·o.f· normal .di:strlb.utioit . -- . ' . - . - . . . - . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . - . . . . . ' . . . . - . - . 
derivative.s: ·and wi).1 s_e-rve to .d·emonst.ra:fe the ·type· ::of re·sult,s t-o 'be· 
The: f:irst st·ep- in the :calc·ulat'ions w:i.11 be to .c.Je~e-l<>p .. the 
p.'rob . lem ,so·1ut:ion_. 
'r·Ji:e-: probability di-st.:~ipution in part IV was given i:it. ·the. 
form.~, (X) 
P(X) - L 
n=O 
y by substituting X = v'
2 
(X) 











cl>(y) - .../2-; 
\ 
we obtain 




















We also have: 
H (XA/2) - 1 0 
"1 (XA/2) =v'2 X 
"2 (XA/2) = 2(X
2 
- 1) 
H3 (XA/2) = !_(X3 -V2 
3X) 
H4 (X/v2) = 4(X4 - s:x2· + 3) 
BY expanding equation (67) we have: 
P(X) = 1:(s)ds tl>(X) + 1:P(s)dstl>(X) + 
1/2/a,~;2-l)P(s)d~(X2-~~.(X) + 
-ooja> 
1/6 (s3-3s)P(s)~s(X3-3X)•(X) + 
1124 CD f fs 4-6s 2 + 3)P(s)ds(x4-6x2+3)«l>(X) + 
-CD 
P(X) = <I> (X) + µ. X<l>(X) +! ( a2- IXX2 - l)<l>{X) + 
1/6 ( µ3-3µ) (X
3
-3X)«l>(X) + 
1/24C,.t4 -60'2 +3) (X
4
-6X2 + 3).(X) + •.. 
. :AJlp).yJng th·e relationships: 
I 
<I> (X) = -X<l>(X) 
// 
cl> (X) - (X2- l)<l>(X) 
II 3 
<l>(X) - (3X-X )~(X) 
if,V(X) - (X4-6X2 +3)<1>(X) 
. . 
tt:~:tng .·equation (69), equation (68) can be written as: 
I 2 // 
.- ... 
:p'(X) = <%>(~) + µ. <%> (X) + 
µ.3-3µ /// (1 -1 
ct> (X) + ,ct, (X) 




.. · .. "' ... 
- :.,.. 




+ _ .. 






···"I:.' -· '--,, 
63 
_ .. Since the function 4> (X) and its derivatives are standardized 
variables, then µ, = O, and t12 - 1. Therefore, equation (70) becomes: 
'4<- P(X) #J.3 I// 1'4-3 IV 
- <t> (X) + - CZ, (X) + <I> (X) + ... -· (71) 3! 4! 
Since the form of the failure distribution required for the 
cost model is the cumulative form; equation (71) becomes: 
t t t t 
µ -3 
4 ~V (X) 
4! 
+ ... (72) P(X) - <%>(X) + 
Ill 
<I> (X) + 
0 0 0 3 ! 0 
J..'3 II µ4-3 Ill F(t) - P(X) = cl> (X) +- cl> (X) + <I> (X) + (73) - ••• 3! 4! 
-CD 
where X = normal variable t-µ 
- (I 
For Failure· Maintena11ce 
. : .... '. .. 
·substi tuti-ng ¢tf4.~-t.tori (7·3) .into: e.q~_at:ion (18) and utiliz1:11:g. 
k +. l the ·relation of the me.an o:f F(k + :t,. ·t) = ----- times the., .r.11e·~n::of 
Ff~, ·t} we have: 
k=l 
(J) 
F(k,t) = ~ <I> 
k=l l&M ...... 
t (k+l) 
-µ k k 
(1 
k: 
-Therefore the: failure cost model, equation (l:l)., 
.·· .. .. './ ... 








. .. . ': 
For Preventive Maintenance 
In order to facilitate c<;>mprehension of· how this model 
(equation 12) functions and avoid confusion, thenature of.the cost 
factors h1 (the P/M cost) and h2 (the cost of failure maintenance) 
will be examined in Tab1e.2. 
,· ··,· ... 
:Pa:rt Insta.lla-tion 
(a) Mater.ial s . ... 
' .... 
(.b) Labor 
·Dclwntime ·cost: . '.- -· - ·. · ... ,;, 
TABLE 2 
,r;."-:1" 
COMPARISON OF h1 vs .. 1)2 
h1_:, :h2 Relationship· 
h - h 
· · ta. :- · ·2a· 
h.· < 'h 
·lb ..... 2b 
Conunents 
..~/iit allows replacentetit 
.o.f· more than one part 
per disassembly. 
In general scheduled 
downtime costs,very 
much less than failure (for that type of eq.) .. 
l:t c:an .be .sE?e·n:. that: P/M t:s g'en~.ral..ly less costly th~ 
.. 
. 
f:atlute tnaint.~n~ce -i11 term:s "C>:f l:~bor -.~J'.id ·ctowntime. In the cas.e o·:f 
.... 
Ji bat:ch :pro·ce~~.ing·· operation where each stag~. ·1.s tn series with the 
~~~t... T.hf3.·· n.iln. mal effect of a f_atlure is .tlle ·oacktng up of in~ 
·process invei}tory in the stages prior to t,he· '.One that failed·, resulting ,:.( 
therefore, in ·sllort·ages in stages fo llo.wi.~g and over-all dro·p in process 
.. 


























in this case. 
For these reasons PIM is considered much less expensive 
To assure maintenance entirely on a preventive basis, the 
preventive replacements will be schedulea so that they occur at 
TF - 4 aF, where (as defined in section IV) TF is the mean time to 
·failure of a given component whos~ fililure distribution is· F(t) and 
.:. 
"F is the standard devi:at.ion of the component failure distribution. 
This approach allows' ·Calculation of the exact number of :-preventive 
replacements ip an :·in.terval [ 0, t] . 
The· p:rev:t~n·t.iv.e maintenanc.¢.. ¢:osJ .mo·de:l (eqUat.f.pri 12) then 
:c:(t:) t 
- h1 <-r--4-u-l 
F . F 
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TABLE 3 
SAMPLE PROBLEM SOLUTION - FOR .A FIVE YEAR TIME INTERVAL 
(Us~ng Data Fro~(T~ble 1) 
k.=l 
F'(:k · .t).- -~ ~'F(.•_t_--) 
. . . ~ ... · . 
(I<·· _-_~3)• 
:i._ •. QQ 
. ' ·, 
·s4·.· 
..... 
-"I . .-O(>" 
•. . . . 
·{.k=-23.):: 
. . ' 
1.00 
.l •. QO 
o. ·00 
: .. ·. •. 
.5:4 
1 ·oo • .. .-. · ... •: " 
•. -03: 
"k···---2· 
- '~ ... ~ ·.k· ,...;._4 ; ··:"7""9' 
(k=24) (k=25).- (k=26) 




o, ... :oo 
. . . . . 
cl .-·oo •, . : 
(k -· 24) (k~25) (lf .·26··). 
·1 •. 00: ._.:03 t>.. .•. Ot> 
0 ·.()0: 
. . ' ... 
o _:QO· 
.. '· ... 
:1-,.::00.· .. .. : :g·4 ..•. 
:_o·.--oo· 
. . - . 




Actual " Model 
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TAB.LE 3 (cont . ) 
SAMPLE PROBLEM SOLUTION - FOR A FIVE YEAR TIME INTERVAL (Using Data From Table 1) 
. ,·. 
k"l 
F(-·-j( ·t .)· -_ =. F(. t,)·_·. 
' .. ~ 
.-
. .1 . 
... 
.o:-oo 









I 00 ... o. . . 
1---00 
' ' -· 
F(k, ~t .) 
. . ' ,. . . 
k·=2, 
•. ·82 
-(k..:..2'$): ("k_.- 26)' 




(k=l2) - (k='.L°.3) 
1. oo o· .. oo 





0 •. 9p:: 
:o··:,.,.o-·o-




















O •. Q.O 
24.:50,. 






























. -:3Sil .. ' 
-.. 
061 








T -40' F . F 
5.0 
1·<4 
.. -·· . 
I 4: : ..• . 
4 .. -2 .... 
:r:2 5: .• o .. 
, ·5. o· 
:_~. '· ... 
.. 
. -5'. 0 
2·5" ....
TABLE 3 ·(cont . ) 
:$AMPLE PROBLEM ·soLUTION - FOR A FIVE YEAR 'T·IME· I-NT-ER.VAL 
·.-.-- - '.- ... ' 
. . . -.· ' . ... 
. . -.. - . . · ... 
-k=I 
,F(k: __ jt) -~ F(:t}. 
1.00 
.. 
·-1 ··o-·o· : . :,:, ' .. '. 
0. ()0:-
l .• =00 
:o .• oo:. 
(k ·24} 
1-'0:o·-· . . . . 






(Using Data From Table 1) 
,~ Predicted 
.F(k,:~) 
-k=2'. k ·---3· :- -~---_ 
-k~4. ,k-5 
. • . I 
.~l6 .. 0 .... 00 
t) .· ·00 . 
. .. - .... 
·1 .. 0·0: :o .. o·o · 




I. (lO ··o .• 00: 
:(k. ==·2.5). .:(l~ =2.f;t). 
• -0.2.: q: ... oo 
















" .. -- -· 
2 {)() ..... 
oo:..·oo 
. . ·-·. 
·2 .• 00 
·.24 .. _:()"2· 



































. . ·,- .. 
5 .• :7: 
··5 '7 • - .• i.· .• 








TAB-LE :3 (cqpt •. ) 
SAMPLE PROBLEM SOLUTION - FOR A ;FIVE YE'.l\:R Tl:ME l~'I'EIWAL 
(Ustn:~- ·oat-a From. TEib:le i) 
k ...;.·.1· ' :-· . 
F(k · · t' · 'I? (.t_· .. --)··. 





·.1 ... 00 
1.00. 
.-o· .• oo 




t .. o·o 
1 ·00 
. o. . . 
.F -(·k .:t ). : 
. '. t ·. 
'. 
.k ·.2 
.k :3- :k=4. 
(k: --~5) (.k :-2.6) 
• ·&O: 0. 00. 
(k·=~5): (k·. '26)· 
• so -o· .• 'oo 
.1-.-.00· 
l .:oo.-
.. 1 .. 00 
. . · .. ·. 
.1_.·00· 
('.k,=16:) ·.(k ·.11).. 
,1. • ·90: •:·O·a· 
(k~1-6) (k~'l 7) 
1: • .-o_cJ .•.. 0:.3 
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As it· can l)e seen from the results in Table 3, the models 
·ha·ve proven to b~ ·good predictors of actual experience. A comparison 
of the estimated number of failures calculated with th·e models and 
the actual recorde·d failures- indlcate a good l~v~l of agreement~-
It should be nqte.cl .. , however, that the: ·.m9qeJ. :result.ing from 
application of eq. (74). (column heading F''(tJ) is .<!dhside~ed an 
"optimistic" model when. :compareQ to a.c.t.ual failifr:e rates·; o.tj :t/be 
t :·ot .. h·er hand model =- t:s ·''pess.im.isti.c'" In nature-. ln ge.ne:ral bot)1. T F· 
.models t¢n4: to: overstate the exp.ec·ted fatl.ur.es ·as. c9mp:~red to ·ac:tµa·.I 
;'r~sult s: ·ex·~'ept for part codes: 4:6··1 .to ... 86·1 ·\\fher~- b.oth models. understate: 
the· fact (actuallty). th.is. 1? ·4t1¢ to .. ve:ry erratic perforni~rfce: dµ.e·: 
-to the r1at.u.r.e of tJ1¢· parts in.volvefl .•. 
AJthough the equipment ·discus_secr in the app:lication 1.s:: :of: 
the type u.s·~d in the chemical ,i1;1ciustry, t.t ·ts. bast.c·ally -stm.i1ar to that: 
used by manufactu:ri.ng concerns :Irj: ·g.¢n.eral.~ T.ne ba.s.i_c·: .s.oluti.oh pro.-
posed is. t-o. co·nsJd~r :P.·ieces. o..f eg.ut:pm.ent as; :hu:lldin.g .blocks o.f a 
system. The :a;nai.ysls Js Jiased -on t·h¢.: most· ·elementary building. b·:to:c·ks. 
<if .a:11, the lnd-tv·fdual. compone.ti.:t.s .whi.ch domprises a piec.e Q'.f ·e.qulp-
Jrten.t .. 
r 
~.y· tre.a.~::fµg: :-t;he probleJn t:n t-h:ts manner a.rid using the 
:Ba;ye_s:ian s·t:a-tistica.l approa'.cb .o·f :u.t·tliz'ing a priori. knowledge of tne· 
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-~ It should be emphasized, however, that limitations of the 
~ode.I .lttr :l"n.: the area of completeness and accuracy of historical , 
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,. VII RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
In evaluating alternatives of all failure maintenance versus 
all preventiv-·e maintenance by simply calculating the mean expected 
t failures in a given time interval,=-, and the expected number of 
TF 
t preventive replacements, _ , the presence or lack of cost TF-40'F 
differential can- be observed. If a considerable cost differential 
seems to ·exist, t·hen a furt-her, more extensive study can be _justified • 
. Th.e mo.st applic·able technique to be· used would be the random number 
or Monte Carlo simulation.. This t·e.chntqu¢ would al:low generation of 
_.,..~ simulated failur.e data according to .a·s·sumed failure and preventive 
maintenance sche·duling distr1.b4t'{on); of any type, to known pro:b·ab'illty 
·d.istributions, or simply to a. ctim1i::t:a.tive histog_:ram of wha-te.ver- data. 
a,re avai l'ap·le- •. 
:are as shown in .figure 8 , random numbers '.Would be used to dete_rmine 
when a hypoth.etical failure and p:re.vepti.ve maintenance action· occ\.lr:t.ecl·'.•. 
-The ·t:ime~of failure would be compared with the time o·f t:h~ 
sp_h~dtiled ·preventiv·e maintenance act ion, The inci_dent·: 'With t-p.~: 
-smal1er time value would naturally have occurred- firs·#, qete:nninf~g· 
. " 
·wntch type of mafntenance a_~tion it._.was. By generating data in such -···-- ------ --- . -- - -- ------ --~- ... ----
.;:._:,., 
a manner, the functions A(k,t) and I(k,t), basic to the development_--. 
of the maintenance -cost model, can be determined. 
. -: . 
The one major drawback to the si~ulation technique would be the· 
.d' extensive use of computer time and the need. to analyze· and curve fit-/· 
:·-:. / :·· :' .. },::it~::>~Jr;·,.~~, .. };__:~;\)/.1·-.~i1~:--~·;_;_;i1_.1:.:.-;.;,?.i.:~..,,-1!.:':.. ;~·.-;\°_-,: 1.:/µa~ -:,4-> . .-;1,;,.;;, .. .,_;,,_,,,:.:... .. ,1-•·/ 1·,,-. _ _..:,., ... -~,, i.:.: ,, ___ .,.-.. ,,._:,___,.,~ .• .;:.s·\i.'.-f ' :r '" "' .. '··':,. '_f . '.t~-..-.;ff.. . '- !/- . :i.· -
-~- -~- ', ~ .... = ~- .,.,. . ' : . . .. \ "' ' :. ;, -~,;.i ~- \'. -~?" .. 1. ,T :· • •• ;...,:~-~. ,, '.1 ~~·- ,i-;1~. J ;.I'.': . .,._~~ ,~·;,. 'i ,.;_.i, ,;,: <"::._·, ;'. -·>:.L 
• . '. ·~. d' •. ~ • ' '. ' .•• ' 
• 
C ;; L 1 
.,'_' .. ,, 
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Jr--igur~ ·S -~ -Plo-ts of Hypothetical Component Faiiµ~e "atid: 
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a large aioount of data. An alternative solution method a-lso could 
be -suggested, which is tenned the analytical approach. 
This approach would incorporate the mathematical expressions for 
the component failure· distribution and the preventive maintenance 
scheduling distribution into the renewal theory integrals q,_,{ the cost 
model. As the expressions ~or the functions A(k,t) and l(k,t) would 
-~ , 
be developed for the vario1{s ··values of k, the general equations would 
be as follows: 
t 
F(k,:t) = F (k-1,: t·- T) dF (T) 
0 
.F-(1, t) = F(t) 









































By substitution of either the probability distribution suggested in 
· this paper or another appropriate distribution function into -this 
integral expression, a function might ... result which would either con-
verge to a definite solution or might lend itself t.o approximation by-
a series expansion or Mill '.s 'ra-tio. According -to the nature of the 
specific component an· alg~b.raic curve might be used-· to ,approximate 
the failure and preven't:iv.e ·maintenance scheduling distributions. 
., ... 
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